Ways to Become Involved with CAHSI

We invite you to join Computing Alliance of Hispanic-Serving Institutions (CAHSI), a national INCLUDES alliance, in its efforts to recruit, retain, and advance Hispanics in computing. Please review the different ways to engage with CAHSI.

**Members** – Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs) that commit to CAHSI’s shared vision and measures and work with CAHSI for approximately a year on initiatives. A Consortium Agreement, presented as a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), is required to be a CAHSI member. The MOU must be signed by the institution’s leadership (e.g., President or Chancellor).

**Strategic Partners** – Individuals, non-profits, industry, educational agencies and institutions, and governmental agencies that commit resources with CAHSI to support our shared vision such as funding, personnel, services, or facilities.

**Affiliates** – Individuals, non-profits, industry, educational agencies and institutions, and governmental agencies that affiliated with CAHSI by supporting our shared vision through efforts such as those described below. Please note that this is not an exhaustive list.

- Adopt CAHSI signature teaching and learning practices
- Advocate for CAHSI
- Advise on solutions to challenges and barriers
- Advise on high impact practices or curricula to meet national needs
- Offer internships

Example ways to move the needle collectively are provided on the next page.
CAHSI’s success is built upon collaborations with stakeholders whose agenda aligns with ours and who adopt an asset-based mindset.

*Activities close to being launched